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1. Summary and Introduction
Silvaner was first mentioned historically 356 years ago in Franconia, Germany, and played an
important role in the German wine industry. Silvaner was the most-planted grape variety in
Germany throughout the 1960s, but continuously lost hectarage thereafter. Today Silvaner is only
the sixth most commonly cultivated grape variety in Germany.

Franconia, however, defies this trend. While Silvaner hectarage has continuously decreased in
other regions, it has remained stable in Franconia and recently even began rising. Furthermore,
unlike in other regions, Silvaner is planted in the best vineyards in Franconia and considered a
USP. The purpose of this study is to determine whether the unique position Silvaner holds in
Franconia is justified.

Specifically, the study seeks to answer the following four questions:
-

What is the current market position and development of PFS compared with
1) Spätburgunder, Riesling and Müller-Thurgau in Franconia and
2) with Silvaner in the rest of Germany?

-

Do there appear to be sustainable economic and marketing advantages for PFS compared
to the varieties above?

-

Does PFS have tangible producer support for continued investment in time and resources
against this varietal in the future?

-

What are the challenges in the marketing of PFS as perceived by its producers and key
trade professionals?

© Institute of Masters of Wine 2015
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This study focuses on PFS. For more informative results, it also includes premium Silvaner
producers from other regions in Germany. Furthermore, in addition to Silvaner, the three mostplanted grape varieties in Germany likewise were included: Riesling, Müller-Thurgau and
Spätburgunder. This makes it possible to compare and contrast the results for better analysis.

A comprehensive literature review, interviews with researchers and key industry members, as
well as field study, e.g. at the LWG conference on Silvaner clones, form the foundation of this
study. The core primary research for this project was an online survey of 173 premium Silvaner
producers in Germany, as well as semi-structured interviews with 36 key professionals from
Germany’s domestic market and from the five leading export markets.

The results show that PFS-producers, compared with those in other regions, are more convinced
of the advantages of Silvaner, invest more in its quality, have significantly greater Silvaner
hectarage in their range of grape varieties and are planning additional Silvaner plantings in future.
It was also evident that in regional terms, PFS offers significant marketing and economic
advantages, and that it has been profitably marketed up to now thanks to steady regional demand.
However, outside of its core region, PFS is rather unknown overall and faces major marketing
and economic disadvantages compared to Riesling and Spätburgunder. Therefore, the Silvaner
plantings planned by PFS-producers could lead to an oversupply, the first signs of which may
already be emerging.

The results show that PFS-producers have invested very little in the past in the development of
non-local markets. Because of the good regional demand and profitability, little incentive has
existed up to now for PFS-producers to invest in marketing. This situation is compounded by the
© Institute of Masters of Wine 2015
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fact that the marketing strategies of the GWI and VDP focus on Riesling and Spätburgunder. This
in turn benefits premium Silvaner producers from other regions, who have concentrated their
portfolios significantly more on Riesling, whose distribution activities are more supraregional
and who can market Riesling and Spätburgunder much more profitably than Silvaner. This results
in economic and marketing disadvantages for Silvaner and the Franconian region.
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2. Literature Review
2.1. History, origin and significance of Silvaner in Germany
According to DNA analysis, Silvaner1 is a natural cross between Traminer and Österreichisch
weiss (Robinson, Harding & Vouillamoz 2012). Silvaner has been known in Lower Austria for
800 years (Hoffmann 1983). It was first mentioned in Germany/Franconia back in 1659, when it
was imported for new plantings after the Thirty Years' War (Clarke 2007). From Franconia it
spread throughout Germany (Hoffmann 1983) and, prior to the 19th century, was used in the
"Gemischter Satz" (field blended vineyards), which were common to that period (BassermannJordan 1907). Initial successes in clonal breeding in the 19th century, and associated
improvements in the yield and quality, propelled Silvaner to its “overwhelming success” in the
middle of the 20th century, where it was the most planted variety in Germany, as well as a popular
crossbreeding partner (Hoffmann 1983).

Chart 1 illustrates the current importance of Silvaner both as a pure varietal as well as a crossbreeding partner in Germany.
Chart 1: Silvaner and a selection of key crossbreeds incorporating Silvaner.
Source: Mengler 2009, GWI 2015

Year

Grape variety

1967
1933
1916
1929

Silvaner
Regent ((Silvaner x Müller-Thurgau)x Chambourcin)
Bacchus ((Silvaner x Riesling)x Müller-Thurgau)
Scheurebe ((Silvaner x Trollinger) x Riesling)
Faberrebe (Silvaner x Weißburgunder)

1

Distribution (2013) in
Germany in ha and %
5122 ha (5.0%)
2047 ha (2.0%)
1841 ha (1.8%)
1503 ha (1,5%)
410 ha (0.4%)

The term Silvaner today refers to "Grüner Silvaner." Yellow, Blue and Red Silvaner are negligible

(Engelhart 2011).
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Chart 2 shows the evolution of Silvaner and other important varietals in post-war Germany. In
the 1960s, Silvaner was the most cultivated grape variety in Germany. The adoption of a new
wine law in 1971, relating quality to the sugar level (Braatz et al, 2007), encouraged winegrowers
to plant early-maturing, aromatic and productive new breedings (e.g. Huxelrebe) to produce
simple off-dry wines (Exner 1999). The easy to grow Müller-Thurgau variety also gained ground
since its off-dry wines show a distinct and popular Muscat note (Exner 1999). This period,
beginning in the 1970s, marks the beginning of the decline in Silvaner plantings. (Exner 1999)
Furthermore, high yields, blending (e.g. Liebfraumilch) and “faceless” wines spoiled the image
of Silvaner according to some (Engelhard 1999).

hectares

Chart 2: Total wine plantings in Germany 1964 - 2013 in hectares.
Until 2012 those varieties were under the top 5 most planted varieties in Germany.
source: GWI 2013
30000
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The zeitgeist of high yields and off-dry wines ended abruptly with the glycol scandal of 1985,
ushering in a new phase in Germany called the "Trockenwelle" ("dry wave") accompanied with a
change towards quality production (Schindler 2015). Classical grape varieties like Riesling
became more prominent (Exner 1999). With a coincidental red wine boom in Germany,
Spätburgunder started to gain significant ground in 1990 (Schindler 2015). Silvaner had to
compete with both Riesling and Spätburgunder for the best sites and lost further hectarage
(Reinhardt 2008). Overall in Germany, Silvaner and Müller-Thurgau also lost ground due to their
poor image for quality production over the last 20 years (Engelhart 2015).
© Institute of Masters of Wine 2015
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2.2. Significance of Silvaner world-wide
A similar pattern is replicated in other regions outside Germany. In 1969, Silvaner accounted for
27% of the hectarage in Alsace, making it the region's principal variety. By 2014, only 1.058 ha
or 6.8% of the total crop area was under Silvaner (Rau 2015). Here, Silvaner cultivation is
concentrated on the heavy soils of the Alsace plain region, where it delivers high yields. (Schmitt
& Höllerl 1999) Silvaner is not subject to Grand Cru regulations, with the exception of
Zotzenberg, as are the several leading Silvaner producers, whose wines attract attention among
specialists. (Aulagnon 2015) When it comes to the international marketing of premium wines, the
focus in Alsace is on Riesling and Gewürztraminer (Aulagnon 2015).

In other countries, cultivation also dwindled dramatically, and very little was undertaken to
enhance the image of Silvaner. (Hoffmann 1983) Today, Silvaner only plays a marginal role in
Eastern Europe, Alto Adige and Switzerland (Robinson, Harding & Vouillamoz 2012).
As Chart 3 shows, despite the decrease, Germany still has by far the largest Silvaner hectarage
worldwide, with the largest hectarage in the region of Rheinhessen, followed by Franconia.
Chart 3: Silvaner hectarage worldwide
Source: Robinson, Harding & Vouillamoz 2012; GWI 2015; Rau 2015

Germany (Rheinhessen 2.371 ha / Franconia 1.406 ha)

5.122 ha

France

1.058 ha

Switzerland

246 ha

Italy (Alto Adige)

113 ha

Croatia

195 ha

Slovenia

105 ha

Czech Republic

104 ha

Republic of Moldova

98 ha

Ukraine

70 ha
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2.3. Significance of Silvaner in Franconia compared with Riesling, Spätburgunder
and Müller-Thurgau and with Silvaner in other regions
Charts 4 and 5 show the special role of Silvaner in Franconia. Unlike the rest of Germany, its
plantings remained stable here and have recently actually started to increase.
Chart 4: German Silvaner Plantings by Regions
(1964 - 2013)
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Source: GWI 2013
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Chart 5: Hectarage of Silvaner in Germany
Source: GWI 2013, GWI 2015, Kolesch 2014

Franconia
Rest of Germany

1995
1.190 ha
6.356 ha

2014
1.424 ha
3.650 ha

Change in %
+ 19,66 %
- 42,57 %

While Silvaner plays second fiddle in other regions where it competes with Riesling (Hoffmann
1983), in Franconia it can be found in premium vineyard sites (Kolesch 2015). This is confirmed
by the VDP statutes, confirming Franconia's special position, along with Saale-Unstrut2, as the
only places where Silvaner is approved for the production of a "Großes Gewächs" (GG) (VDP
2015).

2

However, with two VDP producers, Saale-Unstrut is not a major factor.
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As Chart 6 shows Silvaner is, next to the German flagship variety Riesling, the most important
variety for GG in Franconia, which underlines the unique role of Silvaner in Franconia.
Chart 6: Number of GG from Franconia
Vintage

Silvaner
Riesling
Spätburgunder

2003

2004

2005

2006

20
24
4

17
19
4

19
21
3

20
20
3

Source: VDP 2015
2007 2008 2009

18
25
3

19
21
7

2010

2011

2012

2013

20
20
5

22
21
6

26
24
6

25
19
0

22
24
6

In total
2003 2013
208
214
43

Furthermore, chart 7 shows that the quality of Silvaner produced is better in Franconia, with a
consistently high percentage of QmP wines (upwards of 78° Oechsle) in relation to more inferior
qualities and compared to the overall German Silvaner.

Chart 7: Yields & suitability for the respective quality category.
Division based on the sugar content of the must (Oechsle).
Source: Statistisches Bundesamt 2015
2013 Franconian Silvaner
2013 German Silvaner
2011 Franconian Silvaner
2011 German Silvaner
2009 Franconian Silvaner
2009 German Silvaner
2007 Franconian Silvaner
2007 German Silvaner
2005 Franconian Silvaner
2005 German Silvaner
0

100000

200000

300000

400000

hectolitres
Landwein
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As a further indication of Silvaner’s importance, the winegrower's association and government
representatives agreed to continue to promote Silvaner (Kolesch 2015) at the 1999 international
Silvaner symposium in Würzburg, agreeing to focus on Silvaner as the USP for Franconia
(Göpfert 2015). In fact, the LWG, VDP and trade journalists expect another increase in hectarage
in Franconia (Speicher 2014).

Müller-Thurgau is a different story. Müller-Thurgau accounts for 27.7% of the grape crop area in
Franconia. It is still the most planted variety in Franconia (Kolesch 2014), although, as chart 8
shows, it has lost considerable hectarage. As early as the 1930s, it was spurned as a "consumer
wine" (Schwab & Engelhart 2013) and its value is still controversial today (Götz 2014). Its high
yield capacity, which exceeds that of Silvaner, makes it popular among winegrowers, while it is
less demanding in terms of growing site conditions than Silvaner, Riesling and Spätburgunder
(Hoffmann 1983). As early as November it is frequently marketed as a simple white wine or used
in blends, particularly in the bottommost segment (Götz 2014). While Müller-Thurgau is
important economically, it does not contribute to image enhancement for the region of Franconia.
(Engelhart 2015)
Chart 8: Change in hectarage of Franconian grape varieties
(1995 - 2014)
Source: Kolesch 2015
Silvaner

234
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Riesling and Spätburgunder are different. Chart 8 shows an increase in both these varieties, but
on a lower level than Silvaner. According to Nicklas, the increase of those three varieties reflects
the general trend towards premium wines in Franconia (Nicklas 2014).

Riesling accounts only for 5.3% and Spätburgunder for 4.3% of the grape crop area in Franconia
(Kolesch 2014). As late ripening varieties, they can only mature on the best growing sites in
Franconia (Pigott et al, 2007). Silvaner, on the other hand, ripens about two weeks earlier than
Riesling and Spätburgunder (Engelhart 2015). Therefore, Silvaner often achieves better winequality than Riesling in Franconia’s continental climate, where the acidity of Riesling can turn
out as too harsh (Braatz et al, 2007). As such, increases in hectarage – due to a limitation of
suitable sites - may be unlikely for Riesling and Spätburgunder (Pigott et al, 2007).
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2.4. The perception of Franconian Silvaner and Silvaner’s potential as Premium Wine
While Silvaner from other regions is perceived as being a high-volume varietal (Östreicher 2015),
it is generally accepted ‘wisdom’, both nationally and internationally, that Franconian Silvaner
has a special position (Clarke 2007, Braatz et al, 2007). For instance, Jancis Robinson wrote:
"Rheinhessen has maybe more Silvaner than Franconia but the latter is where the variety finds its
greatest expression." (Robinson, Harding & Vouillamoz 2012)

The quality potential of PFS is confirmed by chart 9, which shows that PFS receives more awards
at the International Wine Challenge than Silvaner wines from other regions and Franconian wines
from other varieties.

Chart 9: Results International Wine Challenge – all award winning dry wines.
Source: www.internationalwinechallenge.com
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2.5. Price level in Franconia in comparison to other regions in Germany.
With 6124 ha Franconia accounts for only 6 % of the German wine hectarage (GWI 2015). To
sustain the structure of the generally small business sizes in Franconia, establishing Franconia as
a premium wine region is paramount. (Göpfert 2015) Chart 10 shows this has been successful.
Franconia (all varieties) achieves the highest and fastest growing retail prices in German food
retail stores. Since Silvaner represents almost a quarter of growing area in Franconia (23.1%), by
definition, it plays a vital role and is jointly responsible for the economic success. (Kolesch 2015)
Chart 10: Average revenue in food retail stores in €
Source: Kolesch 2014
(based on consumer figures from GfK Market Researchers)
4
Franconia
3

Württemberg
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2
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The same picture is replicated in chart 11, which shows sales revenues per hectare of the
Winegrower's Cooperatives, where Franconia (all varieties) also performs well compared to the
other regions.
Chart 11: 2013 sales revenues in €/hectare of Cooperatives
Source: Kolesch 2014, GWI 2015

Rheinhessen (6,8% ha co-op)
Palatinate (18,9% ha co-op)
Baden (69,5% ha co-op)
Württemberg (72,3% ha co-op)
Ahr/Mosel/Mittelrhein/Nahe (18,6%)
Franconia (33,9% ha in co-op)
Rheingau (4,7% ha in co-op)
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2.6. Sales, Export and Marketing
Figures on wine inventories (chart 12) and from GfK Market Researchers (chart 10) show that a
good market exists overall for wines from Franconia. Wine inventories are going down while
production is relatively stable and prices are rising.
Chart 12: Wine inventories in Franconia in hl
(Source: Kolesch 2014)
1000000
900000
800000
700000
600000
500000
400000
300000
200000
1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
Inventory on 31. August
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As chart 13 shows, wines from Franconia are traditionally mainly sold in the region and Bavaria.
Here wine tourism is very strong and nearby Bavaria has the fourth largest per-capita GDP in
Germany, which helps the producers sell their wines at the cellar door for good prices (Zeiner
2013). Export rates out of Germany, estimated at 4 – 5%, are, however, low (Kolesch 2015).
Chart 13: Where Franconian producers distribute their wines.
(Source: Kolesch 2014)
2012
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The level of support from generic marketing boards is limited. Here Franconia and especially
Silvaner have a disadvantage. For budget reasons, and to bring national & international
recognition back to German wine, the GWI has focused on Riesling from the 1990s onward,
followed more recently (2007) by Spätburgunder (Schindler 2015). This is confirmed by a review
of wines, which the GWI has chosen to highlight at Prowein, as shown in chart 14. The same
pattern of behaviour is mirrored by the VDP (Nagel 2015). Furthermore, the one generic body
that might have a reason to promote Silvaner, namely the Franconian marketing board, has
limited budgets, which it has primarily restricted to Bavaria, followed by some activities in
Hamburg (Göpfert 2015).

Chart 14: Wines presented by the German Wine Institute in 2013
at the most important wine fairs at the tasting counter

Silvaner Ohter Regions

Müller-Thurgau

Riesling

Spätburgunder

Wines in Total

ProWein 2013 Fair / Düsseldorf - Germany 1

1

0

1

7

2

16

Hong Kong Wine and Spirits Fair 2013

0

1

0

0

7

3

14

Vinexpo 2013 in Bordeaux

0

1

0

0

7

4

18

Franconia Ohters

Silvaner Franconia

Source: John 2015
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2.7. Developments in Viticulture and Vinification for Silvaner
2.7.1. Clonal developments for Silvaner
On account of its distribution and economic significance, Silvaner was already an object of
breeding activities very early on. The vigorous clone "Sylvaner Hochselektion Fröhlich" selected
in the year 1876 was common to all growing areas throughout 1930 (Hoffmann 1983). Viticulture
schools in the Baden, Palatinate, Württemberg and Franconia regions conducted further selection
in the 1920s (Hoffmann 1983).

According to Engelhart, producing premium wines with high-yielding clones is a challenge. They
grow densely clustered berries and therefore are susceptible to undesired botrytis. Producers
further criticise the rather neutral, vegetal flavour and low total acidity (Engelhart 2015). In
response to the demand for improved quality wines, a trend towards selecting premium clones
has emerged since the 1990s, particularly in Franconia (Engelhart 2012).
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Chart 15 shows that the objectives of breeding since the millennium have changed from
production volume towards improved and more intense aroma, lower yields and higher acidity.
Chart 15: Development of Silvaner Clones in Germany
and their main breeding objectives
Source: DLR 2015; Engelhart 2011; Engelhart 2012

Clone
Date Introduced
First clonal selection
Clone: Sylvaner
Selected 1876
Hochselektion Fröhlich
( Palatinate)
Clonal selections through 1999
Clone: Wü 78 & Wü 92
1956 listed with the
(Franconia)
Bundessortenamt
Clone: We 21,
1956 listed with the
We 22 & We 89
Bundessortenamt
(Württemberg)
Clone: FR 49-124,
1956 listed with the
FR 49-127
Bundessortenamt
(Baden)
Clonal selection as of 1999
Clone: We 88
1999 listed with the
(Württemberg)
Bundessortenamt
Clone: Wü 9929
2011 listed with the
(Franconia)
Bundessortenamt
Clone: Wü 0115 +
2012 listed with the
WÜ 0318
Bundessortenamt
(Franconia)

Primary Characteristics
Yield stability

Yield stability
Yield stability, must-weight and
quality increase, improved frost
resistance
High must-weight,
low susceptibility to botrytis

Lower yield, loose-clustered
structure, higher must-weight
loose-clustered, significantly
reduced yields, more fruity aromas
Significantly reduced yields,
small berries, loose-clustered,
high sugar and total acid content,
yellow fruit aromas

Outlook
Two additional clones from Veitshöchheim (Wü0630 & Wü0712) are currently undergoing
intermediate testing at the Bundessortenamt.
Breeding objective: Apart from reduced yields, also improved aroma
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2.7.2. Oenological developments for Silvaner
Since the 1980s quality-oriented Silvaner producers across Germany have been trying to dispel
the image of "simple booze" (Engelhard 1999). For example, in 1985 Rheinhessen introduced the
"RS Rheinhessen Silvaner" marketing concept with a prescribed flavour profile, the cornerstones
of which required reduced yields and cool, controlled fermentation (Engelhard 1999). With its
"Frank & Frei" association, Franconia’s generic body also increasingly turned towards a fruitdominated wine style, which successfully established itself amongst a younger audience
(Eichelmann 2010).

While standardised winemaking techniques may have led to a tremendous, general improvement
in entry-level quality, according to some, they may have also led to an ‘equalisation of flavour’
(Eichelmann 2010). Today, a distinct segmentation of the range has become common in most
German wine businesses (Breier 2014). With that, the search is on for greater individuality in
winemaking practices with a view to clear differentiation in flavour (Breier 2014). For Silvaner in
Franconia, this has meant focusing on ‘how to bring more edges into the wine’ via such
techniques as grape processing, fermentation and aging. (Mengler 2015)

One challenge for PFS-producers is that Silvaner has a low total acidity of about 6 g/l (Hoffmann
1983) and a subtle bouquet (Clarke 2007). As such, certain methods used to find individuality in
other varietals - e.g. cold soak, malolactic fermentation, et cetera which can reduce acidity - must
therefore be applied with caution (Mengler 2015). Similarly, the low acidity is one reason why
new, more aromatic premium Silvaner clones with high acidities are attractive to producers
looking for greater individuality, in order to further differentiate the premium segment in terms of
flavour (Engelhart 2015).
© Institute of Masters of Wine 2015
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In subsequent sections, we will review, via the producer survey, the extent to which PFSproducers have, as a group, pursued the opportunity to invest in winemaking and viticulture to
further improve and differentiate their wines.
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3. Methodology
The core primary research for this project was an online survey of 173 premium Silvaner
producers in Germany that focused on the current development of Silvaner plantings, the
variety’s economic situation and market position, current viticultural and oenological practices,
producer support, perceived marketing challenges and future outlook. This research generated
extensive quantitative data for interpretation and analysis. In addition, space was provided in the
questionnaire for respondents to give comments, thus providing valuable additional qualitative
data.

To gain further qualitative insight into PFS’s market position and challenges, 36 key
professionals from Germany’s domestic market and from the five leading export markets were
selected for semi-structured interviews which consisted of 12 open-ended questions to assess
awareness, acceptance and understanding of the segment both domestically and internationally.

3.1. Producer Survey (Quantitative and Qualitative Primary Research)
3.1.1. Sampling
The study focuses on PFS. To be able to put the results of the survey into perspective, premium
Silvaner producers from other German regions were also surveyed. Furthermore, Riesling,
Spätburgunder and Müller-Thurgau were included, since they are the most widely planted
varieties in Germany (GWI 2015). This broadening of the survey beyond Franconian Silvaner
made it possible to compare and contrast the results for analysis.
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To define the total universe, a quality standard of premium Silvaner defined by a third party was
used. Specifically, the universe of producers eligible for this survey needed to achieve either:


a minimum of 85/100 points in 2015 Gault Millau (Payne 2015) for their Silvaner; and/or



a minimum of 85/100 points in the 2015 Eichelmann Wine Guide (Eichelmann 2015) for
their Silvaner, and/or



have won GOLD medals for their Silvaner at the 2014 DLG wine competition.

These “filters” resulted in a “total universe” of 173 German premium Silvaner producers
(Appendix 2) of which 97 were from Franconia. A questionnaire (Appendix 5) was e-mailed to
all of the producers.

From this total universe of 173 producers, 99 answered the questionnaire, resulting in a 57%
response rate and therefore, a 1,96% margin of error at the 95% confidence level. (Sauter 2015)
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A closer look at the respondents shows a good correlation between their geographic, business size
and business type distributions vs. the total universe of premium German Silvaner producers,
which is comforting in terms of its representativeness. See charts 16, 17 and 18.
Chart 16: Regional split total universe vs respondents in %
(Source: 2015 Producer Survey / Appendix 5)
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Chart 17: Business size split total universe vs respondents in %
Source: 2015 Producer Survey / Data on the business size of the total universe is
based on the information in the Eichelmann (Eichelmann 2015)
and Gault & Millau Wine Guide (Payne 2015)
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The total universe and respondent groups are made up almost exclusively of privately run wine
estates (Chart 18), therefore it made little sense to test the survey results for differences between
business ownership types.
Chart 18: Business Type Split
Total Universe vs Respondents in %
(Source: 2015 Producer Survey / Appendix 5)
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3.1.2. Survey Design and Distribution
The questionnaire used a combination of questioning techniques, including open, multiple choice,
matrix, ranking and Likert scale. The questionnaire was developed as an on-line format using the
SurveyMonkey platform. It was checked by Infratest Dimap3 to ensure statistical correctness and
valid results.

In the first part respondents were asked to indicate the region, business type and size.

In the second part, respondents were asked about the changes in hectarage for Silvaner, Riesling,
Müller-Thurgau and Spätburgunder, the reasons for these changes, and about future plans,
portfolio structures, viticultural and oenological practices, production costs and profitability. This
made it possible to draw inferences and conclusions concerning the economic situation, market
position and development of Silvaner, and helped to identify differences in producer support
activities for premium Silvaner in Franconia versus other regions.

The third part focused on marketing and sales. Here, respondents were asked how they perceive
the quality potential of Silvaner versus Riesling, Müller-Thurgau and Spätburgunder, about the
market potential and the domestic and international situation, pricing and sales of Silvaner versus
other varieties, and about segmentation, distribution channels and marketing activities. The
results allowed interpretations and conclusions concerning the market situation of PFS and
producer support.

3

Infratest Dimap is a research society and provider of electoral politics research in Germany and specialised in
statistics (Weissbarth 2015).
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The fourth part focused on what challenges producers see in marketing premium Silvaner, and on
their future outlook for the variety. This helped to gather further insight into the market position
and producer support of this varietal.

The data was collected between 18th March and 3rd April. One reminder was sent out and phone
calls were made to ensure a high response rate.

3.2. Interviews with Key Professionals (Qualitative Primary Research)
The five most important export markets for German wines are in order: the United States,
Benelux, UK, Norway and Canada (GWI 2015). The GWI provided a list of 52 key professionals
(Sommeliers, buyers, importers, educators and journalists) who were contacted and polled
qualitatively in order to assess awareness, acceptance and understanding of PFS in Germany’s
domestic market and in those five export markets. Thirty-six key professionals participated in the
survey (Appendix 4). The interviews were conducted from 1st to 15th April in person, by mail,
phone and Skype. All interviews were recorded and transcribed for better analysis.

Twelve open-ended questions (Appendix 3) were formulated to elicit individual responses that
included both personal and country-cultural views, focusing on how PFS is perceived in the
interviewee’s market and business sector.

The interviews were based on a convenient sample and therefore have methodological limitations.
For example, this sample may be biased towards respondents with a higher interest in German
wines, since the contact details came from the GWI. This may have resulted in more positive
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opinions of Silvaner than is representative of their sectors and the different markets. Every effort
was made to avoid overvaluing such comments and bias.

3.3 Language
The student is not a native English speaker. Therefore the paper was written in German and
translated by a professional translation office. The candidate has had several native English
proofreaders but is not able to verify personally the accuracy or linguistic quality of the
translation.
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4. Research Results and Interpretation
4.1. The economic situation of PFS compared to Spätburgunder, Riesling and MüllerThurgau in Franconia and Silvaner in other regions of Germany
A first look at the data underscores the importance of this grape variety in Franconia. As chart 19
shows, PFS-producers have significantly more hectarage under Silvaner than their premium
Silvaner growing colleagues in other regions. This is a first indicator that Silvaner plays a
particularly important role economically for PFS-producers and that they are much more focused
on Silvaner than their colleagues in other regions. In addition it shows that premium Silvaner
producers in other regions are much more focused on Riesling followed by Spätburgunder.

Chart 19: What percentage of your total hectarage is under
Silvaner, Müller-Thurgau, Riesling and Spätburgunder?
(Source: 2015 Producer Survey / Appendix 5)
Over 40% Silvaner
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A comparison of the overall grape variety breakdown in Franconia with that of the PFSproducers surveyed likewise yields interesting results. More Müller-Thurgau (27.7%) is planted
on average than Silvaner (23.1%) in Franconia, while Riesling (5.3%) and Spätburgunder (4.3%)
are planted only sparingly (LWG 2015). While PFS-producers have planted more Riesling and
Spätburgunder than the average for Franconia, the difference in Silvaner is particularly great.
PFS-producers have also planted significantly more Silvaner than Müller-Thurgau compared to
the average in Franconia, indicating that Premium Silvaner may offer economic advantages in
Franconia over both non-premium Silvaner and Müller-Thurgau.
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Perhaps the most compelling indirect evidence of economic advantages for PFS comes from
looking at the change in hectarage since the first Silvaner Symposium in 1999. As chart 20 and
21 show, PFS-producers have noticeably increased their investment in Silvaner compared with
other varietals in Franconia as well as compared with premium Silvaner producers in other
regions. In other regions, on the other hand, Riesling and Spätburgunder gained significantly
more ground, suggesting that they have economic advantages over Silvaner in other regions.
Chart 20: Franconia - How has the hectarage of the following
grape variety changed from 1999 to today?
(Producers in Franconia = 52) (Source: 2015 Producer Survey / Appendix 5)
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Chart 21: Other Regions - How has the hectarage of the following
grape variety changed from 1999 to today?
(Producers in Other Regions = 47) (Source: 2015 Producer Survey / Appendix 5)
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An evaluation of the verbatim comments gives first clues why this could be. 26 of the 40
comments of PFS-producers submitted indicate an increased demand for Silvaner and 33 of the
40 comments submitted view Silvaner as USP for Franconia. For example one PFS-producer
wrote: “We have planted more Silvaner than most, because we in Franconia have a special
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position and demand has increased.” Furthermore, as a rule, the comments show that PFSproducers identify very strongly with Silvaner and are self-confident in representing their product.
For example one PFS-producer remarked: “No one can do Silvaner like we do!”

By contrast, the demand situation for Silvaner is viewed more negatively by producers resident in
the other regions, where the number of producers who complain of sales difficulties (8 of 22
given comments) is higher than the number who have seen interest in Silvaner (5 of 22 given
comments).

Furthermore, producers in other regions identify more with other varieties than with Silvaner and
are less willing to invest in and support the Premium Silvaner category than PFS-producers, as
the given comments show. While producers in Franconia rate Silvaner on its own in their
comments, in other regions the producers frequently compare it with Riesling and the Pinot
varieties. For instance, a producer from Rheinhessen said: “It is easier with Pinots and Riesling,
than with Silvaner.” Furthermore, the responses of producers from the other regions illustrate that
they believe the quality potential of Silvaner is much more heterogeneous, than producers in
Franconia do. A producer from Rheinhessen remarked: “Other varieties offer a greater taste
experience for the same effort.” In addition, in other regions, Silvaner is often said to have a bad
image due to its former marketing as a high-volume wine, and its quality potential is questioned.
Such remarks were not made by any of the PFS-producers.

However, the demand for Riesling and Spätburgunder is estimated by producers to be
significantly better in other regions than in Franconia. For example, in 16 of the 25 comments,
producers from other regions speak of an increased demand for Riesling. In Franconia it is only 6
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of the 26 comments, which indicate a greater demand for Riesling. It is a similar picture for
Spätburgunder. In other regions 12 of the 22 producer comments given indicate a greater demand.
In Franconia it is only 4 of the 21 comments, which indicate a greater demand for Spätburgunder.

Müller-Thurgau has lost a significant amount of area in every German region. Strong agreement
exists among all producers surveyed that the demand for Müller-Thurgau has dropped, providing
evidence that Müller-Thurgau has marketing disadvantages over the other varieties shown.
Likewise this shows that despite the significantly larger Müller-Thurgau areas in Franconia in
comparison to Riesling and Spätburgunder as well as other regions (chart 19), Müller-Thurgau
probably does not represent an economically convincing alternative to Silvaner.
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Producers’ self-reporting of profitability by varietal further supports the hypothesis that PFS is
profitable, both in comparison to other varietals in Franconia as well as to premium Silvaner
produced in other regions. As Chart 22 shows, while Riesling followed by Spätburgunder were
reported to be more profitable in other regions, Premium Silvaner in Franconia stands out
significantly compared to the varieties mentioned, as well as to Silvaner from other regions.
Therefore, it seems to be more appropriate for PFS-producers to focus on Silvaner while in other
regions it seems reasonable to particularly focus on Riesling followed by Spätburgunder.

Chart 22: How would you rate the profitability of the following
grape varieties for your vineyard?
(Source: 2015 Producer Survey / Appendix 5)
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The evaluation of the comments of all producers and chart 23 show that much less effort is
invested in the production of Müller-Thurgau, which explains why its cultivation by PFSproducers at least is still rated as profitable (chart 22). However, given the estimated higher
profitability for Premium Franconian Silvaner compared to Müller-Thurgau and the declining
demand for Müller-Thurgau, it is logical to assume that Müller-Thurgau does not represent a
convincing economic alternative to Silvaner for PFS-producers.
Chart 23: How would you estimate the cost-intensiveness of the
following grape varieties compared to Silvaner: less cost-intensive,
same, more cost-intensive? (Source: 2015 Producer Survey / Appendix 5)
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One potential reason for the profitability of PFS is that premium producers in all regions estimate
the production of Silvaner as more cost-effective than Riesling and Spätburgunder as shown in
chart 23. However, PFS-producers indicate they are able to sell Silvaner at higher prices than
their colleagues in other regions, who could demand significantly more for Riesling and
somewhat more for Spätburgunder than the producers from Franconia as shown in chart 24.
Chart 24: Can you generally sell dry wines from the following
varieties at a lower, the same or higher price than dry Silvaner?
(Source: 2015 Producer Survey / Appendix 5)
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The significantly higher profitability of Silvaner in Franconia can be further linked to the
segmentation and price level.

First of all, chart 25 shows that PFS-producers divide their Silvaner range into significantly more
quality segments than in other regions. This is an indication that Franconian producers are more
confident in the premium category and its ability to be significantly more segmented, developed
and expanded. In addition, PFS-producers ability to price-segment their Silvaner hints at the
hypothesis that PFS may be better positioned than Silvaner from other regions and can therefore
have the opportunity, via higher prices, to be more profitable.
Chart 25: Do you produce more than one quality level of dry
Silvaner? (Source: 2015 Producer Survey / Appendix 5)
No
Yes, 2 quality levels
Yes, 3 quality levels
Yes, 4 quality levels
Yes, more than 4 quality levels
0%
10%
% of Producers in Franconia (= 52)
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Secondly, chart 26 shows half of the PFS-producers adhere to the VDP classifications.
As mentioned in the Literature Review, Silvaner is approved in Franconia for the VDP Grosses
Gewächs (GG) classification in contrast to other regions4. The VDP businesses in Franconia
strictly apply the 4-level classification system (Haller 2015). This breakdown enables very
distinct segmentation in terms of quality and price, and serves as a model for many non-VDP
businesses (Kolesch 2015). This supports the theory that the premium Silvaner category is more
developed in Franconia than in other regions.
Chart 26: What segmentation method do you use?
Producers in Franconia (= 52) (Source: 2015 Producer Survey / Appendix 5)
In accordance with the VDP-classification
by Prädikat categories
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That Silvaner is not permitted in other regions for the VDP GG could mean that they have had
little incentive to leave Silvaner on the top growing sites, invest in the quality of Silvaner or
position Silvaner in higher segments. Several professionals in Germany confirmed this
assumption in the interviews. Stephan Reinhardt said: “Silvaner has the potential to be a 'GG' in
other regions, but it has lost the better terroirs which are planted for Riesling or Burgundian
varieties while Silvaner is planted on sandy, clayey soils, where it produces fairly plain wines.”

4

Except the tiny region Saale-Unstrut.
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Summary Observations and Conclusions: The situation for premium Silvaner producers
appears generally good throughout Germany and particularly good in Franconia; specifically:

1. Premium Silvaner producers in Franconia are more committed to and confident about Silvaner,
with a higher percentage of their overall plantings and production dedicated to the varietal and
significantly positive comments, than their premium Silvaner producing counterparts in other
regions of Germany, who are much more focused on and convinced about Riesling followed by
Spätburgunder.

2. The grape variety breakdown shows that PFS-producers are much more likely to have MüllerThurgau as their alternative varietal than their premium Silvaner counterparts in other regions
who are more likely to have Riesling and Spätburgunder. However, estimated demand and
profitability suggests that Müller-Thurgau does not represent an economically convincing
alternative to Silvaner for PFS-producers.

3. A very large majority of PFS-producers have increased their Silvaner plantings over the last 15
years while their counterparts in other regions are more likely to have grown their hectarage of
Riesling and Spätburgunder.

4. The observation in #3 above, aligns with producers self reporting of profitability with
PFS-producers more likely to consider Silvaner as their most profitable varietal while their
counterparts in other regions are more likely to consider Riesling followed by Spätburgunder to
be more profitable than Silvaner.
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5. PFS-producers are more likely to sell their Silvaner at a higher price and across more price
points than their premium Silvaner producing counterparts in other regions who get higher prices
for Riesling and Spätburgunder.
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4.2. Planting trends in Franconia compared to other regions and possible risks
Chart 27 shows that a significant number (70%) of PFS-producers are planning to increase
Silvaner hectarage even above the historical increases shown in the prior section.
Chart 27: Are you planning further Silvaner plantings
in the future? (Source: 2015 Producer Survey / Appendix 5)
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Chart 28 shows that producers in Franconia have significantly greater confidence in the demand
for Silvaner than in other regions. Furthermore it shows that PFS-producers plan to sell more
Silvaner in the future in both the mid- and premium segments. This could mean that so far PFSproducers have experienced higher demand for their Silvaner overall and in higher segments than
their colleagues in other regions.
Chart 28: If you envisage further plantings, why did you decide in
favour of Silvaner? (Multiple answers possible)
(Source: 2015 Producer Survey / Appendix 5)
Greater demand
Want to produce more in premium segment

Want to produce more in mid-segment
Want to produce more in basic segment
0%
Producers in Franconia (= 36)
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In addition, interesting insight is obtained by comparing the planned change in Silvaner hectarage
in the future and the other varieties named in Chart 29.
Chart 29: % of Franconian producers who are planning to change
the following varieties in the future as follows.
(Producers in Franconia = 52) (Source: 2015 Producer Survey / Appendix 5)
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Riesling and Spätburgunder require the best sites in order to mature, and are more cost-intensive
to produce. In view of these factors, combined with the positive profitability rating for Premium
Franconian Silvaner, it would appear to be justified for economic and practical reasons that 70%
of PFS-producers – i.e. 40% more – are intending to plant Silvaner instead of Riesling and
Spätburgunder in the future.
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Summary Observations and Conclusions: Already actively committed to the varietal,
PFS-producers are, as a group, considering investing even more in increasing their Silvaner
plantings, generally at the expense of Müller Thurgau; specifically:

1. 70% of PFS-producers are actively planning to increase their Silvaner plantings, with a
significant majority citing increasing demand as their primary motivation. The most likely
varietal they are replacing is Müller Thurgau.

2. Premium Silvaner producers in other regions have a much different view of demand with only
10% citing increasing demand as their main motivator for increasing plantings and only half
indicating a likely increase in their planting of the variety.

3. The high percentage of Silvaner hectarage among PFS-producers, combined with the
significant hectarage increase in recent years and future plans for new plantings to increase both
the mid- and premium segments, raises the question of an oversupply risk of PFS.
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4.3. Sales and distribution for Silvaner in Franconia and in other regions of Germany
Taking the higher percentage of Silvaner hectarage among PFS-producers into account, no
difference is apparent in time-to-market rates in the regions as shown in chart 30.
Chart 30: Can you market the annual production of your dry
Silvaner within 12 months yourself?
(Source: 2015 Producer Survey / Appendix 5)
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While the previous chapter showed that a majority of premium Silvaner producers are positive
about their ability to sell their annual production, Chart 30 also shows that a significant minority
is not selling its annual production and that the situation may actually be a little worse in
Franconia than in other regions.
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Delving a little deeper, Chart 31 shows that it is generally the premium qualities that cannot be
sold within a year in Franconia. Viewed together with the previously mentioned intention of
Franconian producers to produce more Silvaner in the Premium- and Mid-Segment, this data may
provide a first indication that PFS-producers may be in danger of overestimating the demand for
their planned new plantings.
Chart 31: If you can not market the annual production of your
dry Silvaner within 12 months, what is/are the challenge/s?
(Multiple answers possible) (Source: 2015 Producer Survey / Appendix 5)
I do not sell premium qualities
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Another indication of an oversupply risk is that Franconian producers have not developed more
markets than their colleagues in other regions. As chart 32 shows, PFS-producers are particularly
strong in direct-to-customer (cellar-door) sales but have low percentages of sales through wine
distributors and exports in comparison to other regions. Furthermore, a comparison of chart 32
with the Literature Review (page 18) shows that the geographical sales structure of most
PFS-producers hardly differ from the average in Franconia, while producers in other regions sell
their products much more nationally and internationally than in Franconia.
Chart 32: What distribution channels do you use
to sell your wines? From the most important to the least
important channel in the view of PFS-producers.
(Source: 2015 Producer Survey / Appendix 5)
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This reliance on home region sales by PFS-producers may be a natural result of their positive
experience of demand and profitability for the varietal, which may have not given them many
incentives up to now to invest in new markets, meaning they have potentially a lot of catching up
to do in this respect. Whatever the case, the reliance on close-to-home channels logically suggests
that PFS-producers have much less experience than their colleagues in other regions with the
German market overall and with exports, and that they may need to correct this situation.

In addition, the fact that producers in other regions are more experienced with markets abroad but
give the demand for Silvaner a significantly lower rating (chart 28) may indicate that PFSproducers over-rate the market potential abroad.

Summary Observations and Conclusions: Several facts point to the conclusion that PFSproducers may be at early risk of over-supply

1. While PFS-producers express a strongly positive view of Silvaner demand only 60% are able
to sell their produce within a year, with the highest likelihood of slow sales in the premium
segments, for which the majority of PFS-producers have targeted their hecterage expansions.

2. Unlike their counterparts in other regions, PFS-producers have not expanded distribution much
beyond close-to-home channels and may be more optimistic about Silvaner demand in these
channels than their more experienced counterparts in other regions.
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3. Slow sales in the premium segments could indicate that the strong demand for PFS described
up to now is at risk of being exhausted and the close-to-home channel may have difficulty
absorbing more PFS.

4. The demand situation estimated as strong up to now and the profitability as well as regional
marketing structure could indicate that only few incentives existed up to now for PFS-producers
to invest in new markets, and that PFS-producers have considerable catching up to do in this
respect.
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4.4. Domestic market situation for premium Silvaner in Germany
Chart 33: Franconian producers rate the domestic market potential of premium Silvaner much
more positively than their colleagues in other regions.
Chart 33: In your opinion, does German Silvaner have generally
good marketing potential in Germany?
(Source: 2015 Producer Survey / Appendix 5)
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Chart 34 shows how producers assess the German market situation of Silvaner compared to the
other grape varieties named. It illustrates that PFS-producers feel they can sell Silvaner much
more successfully than Riesling and Spätburgunder, while the opposite is true in the other regions.
Chart 34: Can you market the following grape varieties with
better, the same or less success than Silvaner in Germany?
(Source: 2015 Producer Survey / Appendix 5)
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But again, estimated market potentials and the producers' responses must be viewed in relation to
the very different distribution structures of PFS-producers compared to those in other regions
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(Chart 32). Primarily PFS-producers sell regionally, indicating that although Silvaner has major
marketing advantages over Riesling, Spätburgunder and Müller-Thurgau in Franconia, it may
have a considerably lower standing outside Franconia and lags far behind Riesling and
Spätburgunder in non-Franconian producers’ minds.

This picture is confirmed by the trends that emerged from the interviews with German
professionals.

Overall, there is strong agreement that Silvaner is viewed as not being well-known, and that PFS
is only viewed by the professional public or wine-enthusiasts as a separate category, if at all. For
example, Thomas Golenia said: “At most the average customer understands that Riesling can be
of premium quality but knows nothing about Silvaner.” 6 out of the 8 interviewed German
professionals are of a similar opinion.

It also became clear that the professionals surveyed have themselves little tasting experience with
Silvaner even though there is strong agreement that Franconia plays a special role with regard to
Silvaner. For instance, Alexander Kohnen said: “People associate Silvaner with Franconia.”
However, these comments, combined with the only very vague PFS flavour profile described by
the interviewees, leads to the conclusion that while the professionals have general, text-book
knowledge of PFS, they appear to have had virtually no exposure to it, let alone solid, winetasting experience. This theory is confirmed by the fact that virtually none of the surveyed
professionals mentioned PFS-producers or special vineyard sites in Franconia, while producers in
Rheinhessen were mentioned a number of times. Stephan Reinhardt admits: “We know about
PFS, but no one specialises in it.”
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The lack of tasting experience amongst the professionals surveyed is confirmed by the comments
of the sommeliers questioned. The two surveyed sommeliers said that there have been no tastings
on the subject of PFS to date in their region or through the professional association of sommeliers.
For example, in his 5 years as head sommelier in one of Germany's leading restaurants, Daniel
Kiowski was invited only once to a PFS wine-tasting event and that was 600 km away in Munich
(Bavaria).

The fact that the top sommeliers surveyed have less experience and knowledge about PFS
indicates that neither PFS-producers nor generic marketing boards have made an effort to ensure
the presence of PFS in restaurants all over Germany.

Furthermore, there is general agreement that Silvaner gets lost in the marketing process when it is
up against Riesling and other varieties. For instance, 5 out of the 8 German professionals
surveyed say that the VDP and GWI organise tours of the major cities in which Franconian
producers also participate. However, criticism is voiced that there are no events focusing
exclusively on Silvaner. For example, Caro Maurer MW says: “Silvaner is always an afterthought
among the German wines.” Not only does this suggest that professionals may have little
experience with PFS, but also that PFS-producers and generic marketing boards have done little
to catch their attention. The fact that there are no wine-tastings or presentations exclusively for
premium Silvaner can also be interpreted as a negative signal. As a result, the impression could
arise that PFS does not play a significant role and does not even impress the producers
themselves.
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Likewise, the quality potential of PFS is given a very heterogeneous rating. Strong agreement
exists that Franconian Silvaner is the best. For example, Joel Payne states: “Other Silvaners are
good to be sure, but they are not on par with Franconia.” Although half of the surveyed
professionals do perceive an increase in quality, only about a third of them unequivocally place
PFS in the premium segment. For most, Silvaner lags behind Riesling in terms of quality
potential. This very heterogeneous estimation of quality potential must be viewed against the fact
that these professionals most likely have very little experience with this category and know little
about it. However, these factors indicate that the professionals surveyed have limited confidence
in PFS and have little incentive to promote it.

Summary Observations and Conclusions: In summary, these may be indications that PFS has
considerable regional marketing advantages over Riesling, Spätburgunder and Müller-Thurgau.
However, in general PFS and Silvaner are not prominent in Germany. In this context, Silvaner
has significant disadvantages compared to Riesling and Spätburgunder outside of its narrowly
defined “regional home”.

1. Franconia's special position in the world of Silvaner is respected, but no separate category for
it exists in Germany, with which wine professionals appear actively involved. As a result,
professionals show ‘text-book’ knowledge but very limited ability to speak of specific taste
profiles, producers or personal experiences with PFS

2. Numerous findings show that little marketing strategy exists for PFS, and that on account of
the high, regional demand in the past, PFS-producers may have had no incentive to invest in
markets outside Bavaria.
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3. Neither Generic Marketing Boards nor the VDP organise exclusive marketing campaigns for
Silvaner. Therefore, Silvaner gets lost in the marketing process when it is up against Riesling and
other varieties.
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4.5. Situation and challenges for PFS in export markets
As Chart 35 shows, while 95% of PFS-producers thought Silvaner had good potential
domestically (Chart 33), only 70% thought the same in export markets.

Chart 35: In your opinion, does premium Silvaner have generally
good marketing potential in export markets?
(Source: 2015 Producer Survey / Appendix 5)
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Interestingly, a high percentage of PFS-producers still rate the market potential positively,
although nearly 60% of them are not active in export (Chart 32). In this context it must be kept in
mind that nearly 80% of the producers from other regions are exporters, but give the market
potential of premium Silvaner a significantly lower rating. This may indicate that although PFSproducers are more confident about premium Silvaner, they may over-rate its market potential
abroad.
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This theory is confirmed in Chart 36. It shows that the PFS-producers active in the export
segment can sell Riesling better internationally than Silvaner. By way of comparison, producers
in other regions can sell Riesling with significantly greater success than Silvaner, followed by
Spätburgunder. Taken together, these observations strongly suggest that Silvaner may suffer from
considerable marketing disadvantages compared to Riesling and Spätburgunder in export markets.
Chart 36: Can you market the following grape varieties
internationally with better, the same or less success than Silvaner?
(Source: 2015 Producer Survey / Appendix 5)
Riesling
Spätburgunder
Müller-Thurgau
1

1.5
2
2.5
3
3.5
4
1 = Much less
3 = Same
Degree of agreement among producers in Franconia (=24)

4.5
5
Much better = 5

Degree of agreement among producers in other regions (=38)

If the low export rate of PFS-producers is taken into consideration, together with the fact that
Germany accounts for only 1.3% and Franconia for only 0.02% of total global hectarage (GWI
2015), it becomes apparent that PFS is hardly available in export markets and therefore cannot be
well known.

This is confirmed by the interviews with international professionals. Of 28 interviewees,
24 agreed that Silvaner, and PFS in particular, are unknown and hardly available in their
respective markets.

Minor differences emerge among the professionals surveyed in terms of their knowledge of, and
tasting experience of, Silvaner: It is especially low in the English-speaking markets. For example,
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Patrick Schmitt MW from the UK answered the interview question as follows: “What I know
about Silvaner fits on a stamp.” In Norway, only the two surveyed sommeliers demonstrated
slightly greater awareness of German Silvaner, but not specifically Franconian Silvaner. For
instance, Hendrik Dahl Jahnsen remarked: “German Silvaner is particularly suited to Nordic
cooking. But it’s not a popular variety that people buy in a store.” In Benelux, professionals are
somewhat more familiar with PFS overall. Four of the six surveyed professionals here mentioned
PFS vineyards and producers. The GWI holds marketing events in these countries, for instance,
advertising Silvaner during asparagus season (Schindler 2015)

A look at the key export markets of PFS-producers (Chart 37) confirms this situation. Benelux is
the leading market, and Norway plays a greater role than the UK or Canada.

Chart 37: If you are an exporter,
to which countries do you export?
(Source: 2015 Producer Survey / Appendix 5)
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Of the non-exporting PFS-producers, many list their lack of contacts as their main reason for not
exporting (Chart 38). This may be attributable to the GWI's marketing strategies, which as
mentioned in the Literature Review, have been focused on Riesling and Spätburgunder. As a
result, Silvaner and Franconia were in general disadvantaged due to the low volumes of Riesling
and Spätburgunder grown in Franconia.
Chart 38: If you do not export,
why not?
(Source: 2015 Producer Survey / Appendix 5)
Lack of contacts abroad.
Export requires too much effort.
Can sell my wines without it.
Planning it for the future.
Can sell my wines more profitable in Germany.
Not enough volume.
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This conclusion is confirmed by the analysis of the responses from the PFS-producers. For
instance one PFS-producer wrote: “When the GWI invites international journalists, they at most
make only a short visit to Franconia.” Producers from Franconia and other regions also confirm
that marketing first targets Riesling, then Spätburgunder. For instance, a producer from Baden
remarked: “German wine advertising is geared almost exclusively to Riesling! Other grape
varieties – except perhaps marginally Spätburgunder – appear to be non-existent.”
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Summary Observations and Conclusions: In Germany there are already clear marketing
disadvantages for Silvaner in comparison to Riesling and Spätburgunder. These disadvantages
are significantly reinforced in export markets where Silvaner is hardly known and PFS is not
known at all.

1. Silvaner is to a large extent unknown in the English speaking markets. Only in Benelux and in
Norway is there more knowledge and awareness.

2. Due to the small quantities and export rates, PFS is hardly available in other markets and
therefore cannot set up its own category. Producers from other regions successfully sell Riesling
and Spätburgunder however, have little incentive to invest in the marketing of Silvaner and
therefore make little contribution to making Silvaner known in the export market.

3. Generic marketing abroad concentrates on Riesling and Spätburgunder which is why Franconia
is at a disadvantage due to the small quantities of Riesling and Spätburgunder grown in Franconia.
Furthermore, Silvaner gets no marketing support.

4. Through the alignment of generic marketing boards to Riesling and Spätburgunder the PFSproducers have little contact abroad.
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4.6. Other Challenges perceived by key professionals, producers in Franconia and their
counterparts in other regions
Chart 39 displays the challenges producers perceive in its marketing:
Chart 39: What challenges do you see in generating demand for
dry, premium Silvaner? (Multiple answers possible)
(Source: 2015 Producer Survey / Appendix 5)
Quality of Silvaner is underestimated.
The wine world is focused on Riesling.
GWI marketing is focused on Riesling and
Spätburgunder.
Leading national wine guides do not have a
category for recognizing the best, dry Silvaners.
Too few premium Silvaners from other regions
exist to establish it as a category.
Silvaner has been positioned too extensively as
an "asparagus wine".
The wine world compares the flavor profile of
Silvaner with that of Riesling.
VDP.Grosses Gewächs Silvaner does not exist
outside of Franconia.
Aroma profile of Silvaner is too restrained.
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Strong agreement exists among the professionals and producers surveyed that the wine world is
fixated on Riesling. However, it is interesting to see that significantly fewer producers from other
regions criticise the GWI marketing focus on Riesling and Spätburgunder. Furthermore, as shown
in chapter 4.1., Riesling and Spätburgunder are much more profitable than Silvaner for producers
from other regions. Therefore, they may be much less interested in investing more in the quality
of Silvaner, or including Silvaner more in the marketing strategy of the GWI. Lack of
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commitment on the part of the GWI and the producers from other regions would, however, have
a negative impact on the market position and opportunities of Franconian producers.

Worthy of mention here are the comments of the international professionals surveyed, who
strongly agree that in general German wine plays a fairly small role and there is still much to do
in support of Riesling. For instance, Alex Hunt MW said: “Given the challenges German Riesling
is still facing after decades of market activity, I cannot see how another German style with lower
recognition can successfully break through into the UK market.” And Claudia van Dongen from
the Netherlands said: “German wine is already a challenge to sell and Franconia as a region is
totally unknown.” The fact that German wine is a small category in foreign markets indicates that
the GWI likewise may have little interest in shifting the focus away from Riesling and
Spätburgunder and more towards Silvaner.

More quantities of Premium-Silvaner from other regions would not only be important in playing
a greater role in generic marketing. It would also be important in establishing a separate category
and receiving more attention in the two most important German wine guides. These wine guides
have no separate category for rating dry premium Silvaner, as the Gault & Millau does for the
best dry Rieslings, for instance. Joel Payne (editor-in-chief Gault & Millau) confirms this fact in
the interview: “More premium Silvaners from other regions would be important. Then we could
establish a 'Premium Silvaner" category. But up to now, Franconia is virtually the only producer
of premium Silvaner and that would not make it a national category. We simply cannot do that.”

The underestimated quality of Silvaner, of which the producers complain, should be seen in
relation to its positioning as an “asparagus wine” above all by producers from other regions. This
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indicates that outside Franconia, Silvaner is positioned more in the basic segment, giving
premium Silvaner a marketing disadvantage. The professionals in Benelux and Germany strongly
agree on this point. For example, Thomas Golenia said: “Advertising Silvaner as an asparagus
wine is dumb. Nobody pays EUR 25 for a wine to go with asparagus.” And Jacob Molendijk
from the Netherlands said: “I sell 2,000 bottles of Silvaner 'Gutswein' from Rheinhessen during
the asparagus season, and 48 bottles of premium Silvaner the whole year.”

All producers see fewer problems with regard to the flavour profile of Silvaner. However,
heterogeneous opinions prevail here among the professionals. They criticise Silvaner, saying that
in contrast to Riesling, it has less recall value based on taste. Another remark is that Silvaner is
less independent in its flavour. For instance, Jacob Molendijk from the Netherlands says: “It is
less acidic than Riesling – but so what – that is not a selling point.” In general it becomes
apparent from the interviews that Silvaner is frequently compared with Riesling and perceived as
being of lower quality. This fact may also indicate that no marketing campaigns or tastings have
been conducted to date that focused on Silvaner alone, rather it is always presented together with
Riesling and other varietals. An additional challenge for PFS-marketing is therefore to position
Silvaner more as an independent grape variety and move away from the direct comparison with
Riesling.
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One feature which is unique to Franconia is the Bocksbeutel bottle shape, which could be
controversial as chart 40 shows.
Chart 40: Do you bottle your Silvaner in Bocksbeutel bottles?
(Source: 2015 Producer Survey / Appendix 5)
(Source picture: Wirsching 2015)
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Both producers and professionals disagree in terms the significance and marketing value of the
Bocksbeutel. The recall value is rated positively, because the bottle makes an authentic
impression and enables sellers to tell a story associated with it. For example, wine director
Matthew Kraner in the USA said: “It’s a talking point. When consumers see the bottle, they are
so excited about it.” One factor viewed negatively is that because of its shape, the bottle takes up
two facings on wine shelves and is difficult to handle. What is more, some PFS-producers and
key professionals fear that the bottle shape is reminiscent of the very low-priced Mateus Rosé,
and therefore represents an image disadvantage. One thing most PFS-producers strongly agree on
is that the Bocksbeutel targets more conservative consumers.

Interestingly, in their responses many producers say that they use bottle shape as a means for
segmenting the product range: Classically made Silvaners are filled in a Bocksbeutel; Silvaners
that have an extroverted flavour profile from barrique aging, for example, are filled in burgundy
bottles.
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Summary Observations and Conclusions: PFS-producers face challenges over which they
themselves have little influence.

1. In order to make economic sense for the marketing boards to advertise Silvaner more, it would
be important for there to be more Silvaner in other regions. Of course due to the success of
Riesling followed by Spätburgunder there is little incentive in other regions to invest in Silvaner.

2. The small population of premium Silvaners in other regions affects the representation of
Silvaner in the most important national wine guides, who do not feature a single PremiumSilvaner category as long as there are so few from other regions.

3. Producers from other regions who clearly distribute nationally, prefer to place Silvaner in the
basic segment e.g. as asparagus wine and therefore stamp the image of this grape variety in the
markets which could be interesting for the PFS-producers in future.

4. Since there are no explicit marketing efforts for Silvaner, the grape varieties are above all
presented with Riesling, if at all, together with other grape varieties. Due to the restrained taste
characteristics of Silvaner when directly compared to Riesling, Silvaner is often judged as
inferior in terms of quality.

5. PFS-Producers can influence the bottle shape. However, Bockbeutel bottle design does not
seem to have any evident influence on the marketing success of Silvaner.
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4.7. Support of PFS-producers for this varietal
4.7.1. Quality Improvements – Viticulture and Vinification
Survey responses suggest that PFS-producers are very committed to supporting and investing
behind quality improvements in their wines.

As Chart 41 shows, it is mainly Franconian producers who are investing in the future with
plantings of premium clones, their objective being a more intense bouquet and higher acidity, but
at much lower yields. Although the other regions are also using lower-yield clones, they are
shying away from the very low-yield premium clones.
Chart 41: If you are planning further Silvaner plantings, have you
already considered a specific clone/clones?
From lowest yielding to highest yielding clones. (Engelhart 2015)
(Source: 2015 Producer Survey / Appendix 5)
Premium clones WÜ 9929/0115/0318
Premium clone Alsace Kimming Nursery
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WÜ 78 + 92
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Furthermore, in Franconia, the targeted degrees Oechsle for Silvaner are higher than in other
regions (Chart 42). This may indicate that yields in Franconia are at a lower level overall than in
other regions.
Chart 42: What degree Oechsle do you consider adequate for your
dry premium Silvaner? (Source: 2015 Producer Survey / Appendix 5)
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Chart 43 shows the vinification methods PFS-producers have introduced over the last 10 years or
are planning in the future. The introduction of spontaneous fermentation, skin contact and the use
of different fermenting and aging vessels indicates that PFS-producers have taken a closer look at
the style of PFS and invested in it.
Chart 43: Which methods do you use for your dry Franconian
Silvaner? (Include all applicable answers, even if you do not use them every
year, or for every Silvaner and/or you use them only partially)
(Source: 2015 Producer Survey)
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These developments should be seen with the criticism of professionals shown in the literature
review and interviews, that Silvaner has a less recognisable flavour profile and is mainly driven
by cold fermentation aromas. With better clones and more individual winemaking techniques it
may be speculated that PFS could combat this criticism and could gain more interest among the
professional public.
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4.7.2. Investments in marketing and PR
As Chart 44 shows, Franconian producers hardly differ from those in other regions when it comes
to their marketing activities for premium Silvaner.
Chart 44: In which programs do you and will you invest in the
future to generate greater demand for premium Silvaner?
(Source: 2015 Producer Survey / Appendix 5)
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There is strong agreement that professionals abroad seldom have the opportunity to taste PFS.
This leads to the conclusion that the advertising measures of PFS-producers listed in Chart 44 are
primarily carried out regionally.

It is also interesting to note in this context that significantly fewer producers in Franconia make
their websites available in other languages. This may be due to the low export rates, and may
indicate that interest in export in Franconia is lower than in other regions. It can also mean that
PFS-producers are complacent and/or not investing in new markets or growth.
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Summary Observations and Conclusions: It is evident that producer support and the
investments of Franconian producers, compared to those in other regions, are primarily
concentrated on improving quality (viticulture) and modifying the style of the wine (vinification),
i.e. they are concentrating on improving the product as their primary effort against demand, but
making very little effort or investment in other forms of marketing to increase demand.
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5. Conclusions and Recommendations
The market position and development of PFS in comparison to Spätburgunder, Riesling and
Müller-Thurgau in Franconia and to Silvaner from other regions looks strong. While the
Literature Review showed good sales and revenues for Franconian wines overall, the survey
results, showing increased PFS hectarage and positive self-reported profitability confirmed a
good ecnomic position. On a more qualitative side, the Literature Review, PFS-producer
comments as well as the interviews with key professionals mostly from Germany confirm that
Silvaner is regarded as a USP for Franconia and that PFS is viewed as the most qualitative
representative in the world of Silvaner.

It could be shown that up to now PFS possesses sustainable economic advantages in comparison
to Riesling, Spätburgunder and Müller-Thurgau from Franconia as well as Silvaner from other
regions. This was revealed by the particularly positive present and future hectarage increases for
PFS as well as the higher estimated demand and profitability for Premium-Silvaner by its
producers. Furthermore, Silvaner is better suited for cultivation in Franconia and is produced
more cost effectively than Riesling and Spätburgunder. In addition, the lack of demand and low
estimated profitability for Müller-Thurgau in Franconia shows that Müller-Thurgau does not
present an economically viable alternative to Silvaner for PFS-producers.

The Survey Results also indicated that PFS has local marketing advantages which represents their
main market but disadvantages in broader geographies. Due to the good economic situation of
PFS in the region, there appears to have been little motivation to spread into new markets.
National and international professionals confirmed that they have very little tasting experience
and knowledge of PFS and that consumers are not familiar with Silvaner as a whole. As PFS© Institute of Masters of Wine 2015
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producers are intending to plant more Silvaner, the lack of developed markets outside their home
region may create the potential risk of over-supply. Signs are already appearing that PFSproducers may not be able to sell all of their Premium-Silvaner within one year, the very same
grape for which they are planning to increase plantings.

The research data shows that Silvaner and in particular PFS has significant marketing
disadvantages against Riesling and Spätburgunder in the development of new markets. Generic
marketing, both nationally and internationally, focuses on the promotion of Riesling and
Spätburgunder. Due to the lower quantities of Riesling and Spätburgunder in Franconia, the
region, itself, has a marketing disadvantage with respect to other regions. This is further
intensified by the fact that Silvaner is hardly considered in generic marketing. Since PremiumSilvaner-producers from other regions have dedicated significantly more vineyard surface area to
Riesling than to Silvaner and can sell Riesling more profitably, they have less incentive to invest
in the marketing and quality of Silvaner or move the generic marketing to engage more with
Silvaner.

The support of the PFS-producers for Silvaner shows up in the clear enlargement of the Silvaner
grape variety portfolio in comparison to Riesling, Spätburgunder and Müller-Thurgau from
Franconia and Silvaner from other regions. The Silvaner hectarage increases of the PFSproducers carried out since 1999 and planned in in the coming years once again emphasise the
tangible PFS-producer support. In addition, PFS-producers invest significantly more in Silvaner
quality (clonal selection & yield levels) than their colleagues in other regions. The reason why
PFS-producers have not invested so much in marketing abroad is, therefore, probably not due to
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lack of support for the varietal, but rather because of the positive and prevailing demand in their
own region and their ensuing lack of knowledge or activity in wider geographies.

The study highlights different challenges that should be considered if more investment is to be
put into the marketing for PFS in future. German Silvaner represents only 5% and Franconian
Silvaner only 1.37% of the total German hectarage (GWI 2015). It makes little sense in
promoting Silvaner as widely as the international grape varieties Riesling (22.7%) and
Spätburgunder (12%). Marketing actions should be primarily focused on selected markets,
especially within the German market as a whole where key professionals know and respect
Silvaner, but were not sufficiently exposed to Silvaner. Tasting events focusing on Silvaner
solely without comparing it to Riesling could be organised in order to create more awareness.

Interestingly, German and international sommeliers show strong support for Silvaner as an
excellent accompaniment to food. This opens up more possibilities to promote Premium-Silvaner
top-down. Promotions which motivate sommeliers to serve Silvaner by the glass and serve it for
special dishes could also save Silvaner from the “asparagus wine corner”, make it more known in
selected markets and help to position Silvaner in higher price segments. Good markets for such
focus would include Germany as well as the export markets of Norway and the Benelux, where
the sommeliers surveyed already have some knowledge and experience of Silvaner.

Further investment of PFS-producers as a group in improved product quality, individual style,
which is where the majority of investment appears to have gone historically, is commendable but
may not address oversupply risks in the future.
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Ideally it would be an advantage for PFS-producers if there was more Silvaner in other regions
and more investment in the grape variety. Larger Silvaner areas could ensure better market
penetration and could enable GWI to justify more marketing activities for Silvaner against
Riesling and Spätburgunder. Likewise, this could be an incentive for the most important wine
guides to feature Silvaner as an individual category and thereby make a contribution towards it,
without underestimating the grape variety in terms of quality. But these are areas not in PFS
producers’ control.

In summary, Silvaner is a traditional grape variety in Germany that plays an economically
important role in Franconia. Germany is the largest producer of Silvaner worldwide and Silvaner
makes a crucial and successful economic impact on Franconia’s profile. Unfortunately, PFSproducers commitment to increasing acreage combined with their historical reliance on a
receptive but hyper-local market may create a real risk of oversupply. Dynamic marketing
campaigns, nationwide and in selected export markets that embrace Silvaner from all the German
regions, will be critical to ensuring the long-term health of Franconia’s special jewel.
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6. Abbreviations and Glossary

Benelux

Acronym for the former customs union of Belgium, Netherlands
and Luxembourg

Bundessortenamt

Federal Authority for registration of agricultural crop species

DLG

Deutsche Landwirtschaftsgesellschaft e.V.
Trade organisation for the promotion of scientific and technological
progress in agriculture

DLR

Dienstleistungszentren Ländlicher Raum - Rheinland Pfalz
College for viticulture and oenology based in Neustadt / Palatinate

GfK

Gesellschaft für Konsumforschung
Association for Consumer Research

GG

Grosses Gewächs (VDP classification)

Gutswein

Regional Wines (VDP classification)

GWI

German Wine Institute
Germany’s Generic Marketing Board based in Mainz

LWG

Bayerische Landesanstalt für Weinbau und Gartenbau
Agricultural education, research and consultancy institution based
in Veitshöchheim / Franconia

MS

Master Sommelier

MW

Master of Wine

PFS

Premium Franconian Silvaner

QbA

Qualitätswein bestimmter Anbaugebiete
Quality wine produced in specific regions

QmP

Qualitätswein mit Prädikat
Quality wine with attribute

USP

Unique Selling Point

VDP

Verband Deutscher Prädikatsweingüter
Association of German Premium Wineries
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Appendix 1: Approved Research Paper Proposal
Candidate Number: D005_Revised Research Proposal
Date: 13th January 2015
Proposed Title:
Does Premium Franconian Silvaner (henceforth PFS) have enough sustainable advantages and
producer support to justify its extensive vineyard plantings in the future?
Define the subject of your Research Paper and specify the research questions you plan to
pursue.: (approximately 150 words)
Over the last half century, Germany’s Silvaner plantings have been in steady and significant
decline. The one exception is in Franken, where Silvaner plantings have remained constant and
PFS has become, to some, the regions “USP”. This paper will attempt to ascertain whether PFS’s
unusual position is sustainable by addressing the following questions:
-

What is the current market position and development (sales, prices, ratings) of PFS
compared with 1) Spätburgunder, Riesling and Müller-Thurgau in Franken and
2) with Silvaner in the rest of Germany?
Do there appear to be sustainable economic and marketing advantages for PFS compared
to the varieties above?
Does PFS have tangible producer support for continued investment in time and resources
against this varietal in the future?
What are the challenges in the marketing of PFS as perceived by its producers and key
trade professionals?
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Background and Context:
Explain what is currently known about the topic and address why this topic requires/offers
opportunities for further research. (approximately 200 words)
In the 1960s Silvaner occupied about 30% of the total vineyard area in Germany. Only in
Franken did the proportion of Silvaner plantings remain consistent. While Silvaner currently
accounts for 5% of the total vineyard area in Germany, 23% of Franken remains planted to
Silvaner. With plantings in some of the best single vineyard sites, Franken appears committed to
Silvaner.
While research exists on the best viticultural and winemaking techniques for PFS (i.e. site and
soil suitability, viticultural techniques, clones, rootstocks, yield levels, harvest date, selection,
processing and treatment of grapes and juice, fermentation and maturation options), it is not
known:
-

If and what viticultural and oenological quality improvements PFS-producers have
implemented and what they plan in the future;
If and what economic and marketing advantages are perceived by PFS-producers and key
trade professionals;
If and what plans Franconian Premium producers have to further the appeal of PFS;
What is the outlook for the variety of PFS-producers in comparison to other varieties and
achieving quality;
How key professionals in the domestic and key export markets perceive this category and
what is their outlook for this category.

Sources: Identify the nature of your source materials (official documents, books, articles, other
studies, etc.) and give principle sources if appropriate. (approximately 100 words)
-

Research papers and statistics from the German Research Institutes in Geisenheim and
Veitshöchheim, Italian Research Centre in Alto Adige and literature from the CIVA in
Alsace
Published lectures from the Franconian Silvaner Symposium in the year 1999 and 2009
Statistics, marketing campaigns and press releases from the German Wine Institute and
Generic regional marketing bodies
German wine guides, wine reviews, national and international wine competition results
German textbooks from Veitshöchheim library and library of the Franconian and
Rheinhessen association of wine growers
Articles in the German and international press
Literature to design questionnaires
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Research Methodology: Please detail how you will identify and gather the material or
information necessary to answer the question(s) and discuss what techniques you will use to
analyse this information. (approximately 350 words)
Literature Review
In addition to the historical background, the review will highlight the market position and its
development of German Silvaner and PFS in comparison with Spätburgunder, Riesling and
Müller-Thurgau in Franken as well as with Silvaner in other German regions. A review of what
techniques in both vineyard and winery are needed to produce PFS will follow. The review will
be backed up by semi-structured interviews of key experts in the wine industry and researchers
specialised in Silvaner.
Survey of producers of PFS (quantitative and qualitative research):
138 Premium Silvaner producers (thereof 82 from Franken) will be the sample group:
1) All producers throughout Germany scoring a minimum of 85/100 points for their Silvaner
in Gault Millau and/or in the Eichelmann Weinführer 2015.
2) All producers throughout Germany who won GOLD medals for their Silvaner at the 2014
DLG (“German Agricultural Society”) wine competition.
To base the sample on the two most respected guides and the DLG tasting results ensures a thirdparty sanctioned quality standard of PFS.
An online questionnaire will be developed to survey those producers. The questionnaire will be
structured according to the research outlines above, i.e. assessing viticultural and oenological
developments, marketing and economic aspects and their outlook for this category. Question
types will be multiple-choice, scale to draw quantitative data but also open questions to draw
qualitative data. 70 growers are estimated to respond, which would result in a response rate of
73%.
Semi-structured interviews with key trade members (qualitative research):
Questions will be developed to highlight the perception of PFS domestically and internationally.
Interviews (in person, by telephone / Skype or email) will survey key professionals (journalists,
sommeliers, and buyers) identified in Germany and its 5 key export markets (United States,
Netherlands, UK, Norway and Canada). A minimum of 5 key professionals per market will be
surveyed.
This will be composed of a “convenient” sample group, which ensures a high rate of response.
The survey of key professionals is a limited one, and will only expose directions and tendencies
to allow anecdotal direction. The limits of such a sample group are acknowledged.
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Potential to Contribute to the Body of Knowledge on Wine:
Explain how this Research Paper will add to the current body of knowledge on this subject.
(approximately 100 words)
A study of the sustainable advantages and producer support of PFS (if any), and how producers
can further the appeal is of interest for:
- PFS-Producers in Franken to see if it is economically reasonable to continue focusing on
Silvaner as USP, if so, and how to increase market share;
- Silvaner producers in other German wine regions to compare their quality efforts as well
as marketing and economic aspects with those of PFS-producers;
- The German Wine Institute, if it is reasonable to promote PFS and if so how

Proposed Time Schedule/Programme:
This section should provide a summary of the time schedule for the research, analysis and writeup of the Research Paper and should indicate approximate dates with key deliverables.
(approximately 100 words)
January
Review of literature. Interviews with research professionals in Germany, Alto Adige, Alsace and
key experts in the German wine industry. Design of online questionnaire and Email distribution
to the eligible producers.
February
Development of interview questions and identification of key professionals for interviews.
February / March
Follow-up of questionnaire. Attendance of ProWein (15-17 March) where guided interviews
with key professionals will take place. Further interviews by telephone, Skype or email.
March / April
Analysis and write up
Mid April
Submission to the translation office
31st May 2015
Submission to Advisor
30th June 2015
Submission to IMW
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Appendix 2: 173 German premium Silvaner producers surveyed
Region
Baden
Baden
Baden
Baden
Baden
Baden
Baden
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia

Winery
Weingut Holger Dütsch
Weingut Dr. Heger
Weingut Konstanzer
Weingut Pix
Weingut Reinhold und Cornelia Schneider
Weingut Franz Keller
Weingut Schlör
Weingut Johann Arnold
Weingut Wilhelm Arnold
Weingut Augustin
Weingut Baldauf
Weingut Günther Bardorf
Weingut Bickel-Stumpf
Weingut Waldemar Braun
Weingut Brennfleck
Weingut Brügel
Weingut Bürgerspital zum Heiligen Geist
Winzerhof Burrlein
Fürstlich Castell'sches Domänenamt
Weingut Helmut Christ
Weingut Dahms
Weingut Deppisch
Divino Nordheim
Weingut Clemens Fröhlich
Weingut Michael Fröhlich
Weingut Giegerich
Weingut Glaser Himmelstoß
Weingut Dr. Heigel
Weingut Helmstetter
Weingut Höfler
Weingut Höfling
Weingut Helmut und Bernd Hofmann
Weingut Hofmann
Weingut Juliusspital
Paul Leipold
Fürst Löwenstein
Weingut Luckert
Weingut Rudolf May
Weingut Meintzinger
Weingut Thomas Mend
Weingut Max Müller I
Weingut Ewald Neder
Weingut Richard Östreicher
Weingut Ernst Popp
Weingut Christine Pröstler
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Email
info@weingut-duetsch.de
info@heger-weine.de
info@weingut-konstanzer.de
info@weingut-pix.de
info@weingutschneider.com
keller@franz-keller.de
info@weingut-schloer.de
mail@weingut-arnold.de
info@arnoldwein.de
info@weingut-augustin.de
info@baldaufwein.de
info@loewen-randersacker.de
info@bickel-stumpf.de
info@weingut-waldemar-braun.de
info@weingut-brennfleck.de
info@weingut-bruegel.de
haller@buergerspital.de
mail@burrlein.com
weingut@castell.de
info@weingut-helmut-christ.de
info@weingut-dahms.de
kontakt@weingut-deppisch.com
glaser@divino-nordheim.de
info@weingut-froehlich.de
info@weingut-michael-froehlich.de
info@weingut-giegerich.de
info@weingut-glaser-himmelstoss.de
info@weingut-dr-heigel.de
info@weingut-helmstetter.de
info@weingut-hoefler.de
weingut-hoefling@t-online.de
weingut@wein-hofmann.de
weingut.a.hofmann@t-online.de
weingut@juliusspital.de
paul-leipold@t-online.de
andrea.paul@loewenstein.de
luckert@weingut-zehnthof.de
info@weingut-may.de
info@weingut-meintzinger.de
info@weingut-mend.de
info@max-mueller.de
wein@weingut-neder.de
weingut@richard-oestreicher.de
info@weingut-popp.de
kontakt@cproestlerweine.de

Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia

Weingut Reiss
Weingut A. &. E. Rippstein
Weingut Roth
Weingut Manfred Rothe
Weingut Johann Ruck
Weingut Rudloff
Weingut Horst Sauer
Weingut Rainer Sauer
Weingut Egon Schäffer
Weingut Scheuring
Weingut Berthold Schmachtenberger
Weingut Schmitt's Kinder
Weingut Trockene Schmitts
Graf von Schönborn
Weingut Schwab
Weingut zur Schwane
Winzer Sommerach Winzerkeller
Weingut Schloss Sommerhausen
Staatlicher Hofkeller Würzburg
Winzerhof Stahl
Weingut am Stein
Weingut Artur Steinmann
Weingut Störrlein
Weingut Sturm
Weingut Vetter
Weingut Paul Weltner
Winzergemeinschaft Franken
Weingut Hans Wrisching
Weingut Georg Zang
Weingut Otmar Zang
Weingut Bausewein
Michael Blendel
Weingut Ignaz Bunzelt
Weingut Dereser
Weingut Drei Zeilen
Weingut Emmerich
Weingut Felshof
Weingut Fischer
Weingut Geiger + Söhne
Weingut Hausknecht
Weingut Heilmann
Weingut Hemberger
Weingut Hench
Weingut Hillabrand
Weingut Hofmann-Herkert
Ökologischer Weinbau Krämer
Müller! Das Weingut
Weingut Bernhard Rippstein
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info@weingut-reiss.com
info@weingut-rippstein.de
info@weingut-roth.de
info@wein-rothe.de
post@ruckwein.de
info@weingut-rudloff.de
mail@weingut-horst-sauer.de
info@weingut-rainer-sauer.de
egon@weingut-schaeffer.de
info@weingut-scheuring.de
mail@weine-mit-charakter.de
weingut@schmitts-kinder.de
info@durchgegorene-weine.de
schlosshallburg@schoenborn.de
info@weingut-schwab-franken.de
weingut@schwane.de
info@winzer-sommerach.de
info@sommerhausen.com
michael.jansen@hofkeller.bayern.de
mail@winzerhof-stahl.de
Ludwig@Weingut-am-Stein.de
info@pastoriushaus.de
info@stoerrlein.de
info@weingut-sturm.com
vetter_stefan@gmx.de
info@weingut-weltner.de
info@gwf-frankenwein.de
Matheus@wirsching.de
info@weingut-georg-zang.de
info@weingut-zang.de
bausewein@t-online.de
infopost@weingut-blendel.de
info@weingut-bunzelt.de
info@weingut-dereser.de
3zeilen@web.de
info@weingut-emmerich.de
info@felshof.de
post@fischer-wein.de
geigerundsoehne@web.de
info@weingut-hausknecht.de
info@weingut-heilmann.de
info@weingut-hemberger.de
info@weingut-hench.de
info@weingut-hillabrand.de
info@weinbau-hofmann-herkert.de
info@kraemer-oeko-logisch.de
weingut@frankenwein-mueller.de
info@rippstein.de

Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Franconia
Palatinate
Palatinate
Palatinate
Palatinate
Palatinate
Palatinate
Palatinate
Nahe
SaaleUnstrut
SaaleUnstrut
SaaleUnstrut
SaaleUnstrut
SaaleUnstrut
Rheinhessen
Rheinhessen
Rheinhessen
Rheinhessen
Rheinhessen
Rheinhessen
Rheinhessen
Rheinhessen
Rheinhessen
Rheinhessen
Rheinhessen
Rheinhessen
Rheinhessen
Rheinhessen
Rheinhessen
Rheinhessen
Rheinhessen
Rheinhessen

Weingut Römmert
Schloss Saaleck
Weingut Scheller
Roland Staudt
Weingut Stich
Weingut Then
Weingut A. Waigand
Rainer Zanag
Weingut Gebrüder Geiger Junior
Weingut Ruppert
Weinhaus Frank GbR
Weinbau Johannes Barth
Weingut Benzinger
Weingut Ökonomierat Johannes Kleinmann
Weingut Porzelt
Weingut Valetin Ziegler Sohn
Weingut Arnold & Lang
Weingut August Ziegler
Weingut Bärenhof
Hahnmühle

info@weingut-roemmert.de
info@weingut-schloss-saaleck.de
info@bocksbeutelweingut.de
info@weingut-staudt.de
info@weingut-stich.de
info@weingut-arthur-then.de
kontakt@waigand-wein.de
info@oekoweingut-zang.de
info@gebr-geiger-jun.de
kontakt@weingut-ruppert.com
weinhaus@weinhaus-frank.de
sabine@weinbau-barth.de
info@weingut-benzinger.de
info@weingut-kleinmann.de
info@weingut-porzelt.de
wein@v-z-s.de
mail@arnoldundlang.de
info@august-ziegler.de
weingut-baerenhof@t-online.de
info@weingut-hahnmuehle.de

Weingut Beyer

johannes@weingut-beyer.de

Weingut Böhme & Töchter

info@weingut-in-gleina.de

Weingut Frölich-Hake

weingut-froelich-hake@t-online.de

Winzerhof Gussek

winzerhofgussek@t-online.de

Weingut Familie Lückel
Weingut Alte Schmiede
Weingut Battenfeld Spanier
Weingut Brüder Dr. Becker
Weingut J. Bettenheimer
Weingut Bischel
Weingut Brinkmann
Weingut Lisa Bunn
Weingut Jean Buscher
Weingut Dreissigacker
Weingut Winzerfamilie Flick
Geils Sekt- und Weingut
Weingut Eckehart Gröhl
Weingut Heinrich Groh
Weingut Gunderloch
Weingut Gutzler
Weingut Hofmann
Weingut georg gustav Huff
Weingut Keller

info@weingut-lueckel.de
hallo@weingut-alte-schmiede.de
kontakt@battenfeld-spanier.de
weingut@brueder-dr-becker.de
info@weingut-bettenheimer.de
info@weingut-bischel.de
info@weingut-brinkmann.de
info@weingut-bunn.de
weingut@jean-buscher.de
info@dreissigacker-wein.de
info@weingut-flick.de
mail@geils.de
info@weingut-groehl.de
weine@heinrichgroh.de
info@gunderloch.de
info@gutzler.de
info@schiefer-trifft-muschelkalk.de
stefan@weingut-huff.com
info@keller-wein.de
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Rheinhessen
Rheinhessen
Rheinhessen
Rheinhessen
Rheinhessen
Rheinhessen
Rheinhessen
Rheinhessn
Rheinhessen
Rheinhessen
Rheinhessen
Rheinhessen
Rheinhessen
Rheinhessen
Rheinhessen
Rheinhessen
Rheinhessen
Rheinhessen
Rheinhessen
Rheinhessen
Rheinhessen
Rheinhessen
Rheinhessen
Rheinhessen
Rheinhessen
Rheinhessen
Rheinhessen
Rheinhessen
Rheinhessen
Rheinhessen
Württemberg
Württemberg
Württemberg
Württemberg
Württemberg
Württemberg
Württemberg

Weingut Knewitz
Weingut Karl May
Weingut Neef-Emmich
Weingut Riffel
Weingut Russbach
Weingut Sander
Weingut Schätzel
Weingut Georg Albrecht Schneider
Weingut Mirjam Schneider
Weingut Uwe Spies
Staatliche Weinbaudomäne Oppenheim
Weingut Steitz
Weingut Michael Teschke
Weingut Thörle
Weingut Eva Vollmer
Weingut Wagner Stempel
Weingut Weinreich
Weingut Arndt F. Werner
Weingut Wernersbach
Weingut Werther Windisch
Weingut Achenbach
Weingut Beiser
Weingut Hessert GbR
Weingut Strebel
Weingut Weinmann
Weingut Bernhard
Weingut Werner GbR Dietmar und Florian
Werner
Weingut Walter Strub
Ökonomierat Geil I. Erben
Weingut Bungert-Mauer
Weingut Gerhard Aldinger
Weingut Maier
Weingut Ungerer
Weingut Zipf
Weingut Bihlmayer
Weingut Dolde
Weingut Heid
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info@weingut-knewitz.de
info@weingut-karl-may.de
info@neef-emmich.de
service@weingut-riffel.de
info@weingut-russbach.de
info@sanderweine.de
weingut@schaetzel.de
info@schneider-nierstein.de
info@schneider-weingut.com
info@weingut-spies.de
info@domaene-oppenheim.de
mail@weingut-steitz.de
info@weingut-teschke.de
info@thoerle-wein.de
info@evavollmer-wein.de
daniel.wagner@wagner-stempel.de
info@weinreich-wein.de
info@weingutwerner.de
weingut@wernersbach-weine.de
info@werther-windisch.de
info@weingut-achenbach.de
weingutbeiser@t-online.de
wein@hessert.de
weingut-strebel@t-online.de
info@mein-weinmann.de
service@weingut-bernhard.de
weingut-werner@web.de
info@weingut-strub.de
info@weingut-geil.de
weingut@bu-ma.de
info@weingut-aldinger.de
info@maier-weingut.de
info@weingut-ungerer.de
weingut@zipf.com
info@bihlmayer.de
info@doldewein.de
info@weingut-heid.de

Appendix 3: Interview Questions for Key Professionals
Name
Country
Occupation
Date
1. How popular is Silvaner in your market?
2. Is Premium Silvaner a distinct category in your market?
If yes - does Premium Franconian Silvaner play a special role?
3. What do you associate with the category “dry Premium Franconian Silvaner”?
4. In your opinion, do you consider the quality potential of Premium Franconian Silvaner and the
quality potential of Premium Riesling, Silvaner or Spätburgunder from Germany to be the same?
Why?
5. Would you pay the same price for Premium Franconian Silvaner as for Premium Riesling,
Silvaner or Spätburgunder from Germany? If no – how much more or less would you pay?
6. What do you think are the challenges of marketing Premium Franconian Silvaner in your
market? Why?
7. Is the Bocksbeutel with its typical bottle shape, an advantage or a disadvantage in marketing
Premium Franconian Silvaner? Why?
8. In your opinion, what should be done to enhance the appeal for Premium Franconian Silvaner?
Why?
9. Are the producers of Premium Franconian Silvaner and the generic marketing boards (German
Wine Institute and/or VDP) doing enough to promote Premium Franconian Silvaner in your
market? What could they do better?
10. In which segments of your market do you see a potential to increase or to create a demand for
Premium Franconian Silvaner? Why?
11. Do you see the potential that Silvaner outside of Franconia would be allowed for the
production of VDP.Grosses Gewächs? If yes, which regions would you suggest?
12. Do you see a bigger future for Premium Franconian Silvaner? Why?
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Appendix 4: List of Interviewees
Country

Name

Occupation

Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany

Hendrik Thoma MS
Joel B Payne
Thomas C. Golenia
Melanie Panitzke
Daniel Kiowski
Alexander Kohnen
Caro Maurer MW
Stephan Reinhardt

Journalist and Blogger, Hamburg
Publisher Gault Millau Wine Guide, Munich
Journalist and Blogger, Düsseldorf
Sommelière, Cologne
Sommelier, Perl-Nennig
Wine educator, Bad-Neuenahr
Journalist, Bonn
Journalist, covers Germany for Robert Parker

Netherlands
Netherlands
Netherlands
Netherlands
Belgium
Belgium

Jacob Molendijk
Lars Daniels
Albert de Jong
Claudia van Dongen
Hilde Jonckheere
Denis Dames

Riesling Partners – Retail & Buyer, Rhoon
Journalist, Amersfoort
Journalist and Blogger, Utrecht
Buyer and Educator, Veghel
Sommelière, Jabbeke
Educator, Leuven

Norway
Norway
Norway
Norway
Norway

Hendrik Dahl Jahnsen
Aleksander Iversen
Aase E. Jacobsen
Ken Engebretsen
Jorn Broll

Sommelier, Oslo
Sommelier, Oslo
Editor in Chief of Apéritif, Oslo
Journalist and Sommelier, Oslo
Journalist, Oslo

UK
UK
UK
UK
UK
UK
UK

Alex Hunt MW
Len Sexon
Patrick Schmitt MW
Gerard Basset MS MW
Claudia Pech
Graeme Broom
Matt Walls

Purchasing Director, London
Educator, Newbury
Editor The drinks business, London
Sommelier, Hampshire
Wine Importer, London
Retailer, Livingston
Blogger, London

Canada
Canada
Canada
Canada
Canada

Julie-Ann McNeilly
William Predhomme
Barbara Philipp MW
Kathleen McNeil
Stéphane Morin

Buyer, European Wines, Toronto
Sommelier, Toronto
Category Manager, BC Liquor Stores
Educator, Montréal
Eductaor, Montréal

USA
USA
USA
USA

M. Ewing-Mulligan MW
Matthew Kraner
Aldo Sohm
Elke Doris

USA

Kristen Ellis

Educator, New York
Wine Director, Los Angeles
Sommelier, New York
Sales Manager Rudi Wiest Selections,
Chicago
Wine Educator Binny’s Beverage Depot,
Chicago
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Appendix 5: Questionnaire
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